PLACE YOUR CHIPS CARIBBEAN PROJECT
http://www.placeyourchipscaribbean.com
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This exciting new game is currently in "Final Beta" Testing Mode
The landing page for this game displays a different banner for each Caribbean Country that is supported by this
game. Each displayed Country banner provides the participating country with its own unique "Splash Page". Each
banner allows that country represented by its banner to present its unique, country-specific information or
additional links at its discretion. When a player signs-up and logs-in from that specific page banner, the
represented country will directly benefit whenever players purchase subscriptions from their newly created player
account. Consequently, regardless of where that player logs-in from, that player account will always be linked to
the country from where it initially originated, i.e. from the original player sign-up.

GAME FEATURES


All subscription purchases Occur Online and each annual subscription entitles the player to 50 tickets weekly.



All Tickets include an identity date code making it valid only for a specific weekly game.



If the player decides to play poker then The Poker Play Ticket gives the player a defined number of play points to
play with against other ticketed players. It is not necessary for the ticket holder to play the poker game, and the
Poker Play Ticket may be redeemed immediately for a Pick Six Weekly Drawing Ticket, however, if the player
decides to enter the Poker Tournament, then they will have the opportunity to convert it at any time, for one or
more Pick Six Tickets for the weekly drawing, depending on the current available points for that ticket in their in
their Player Account. At the end of the weekly poker game / tournament the player(s) with the highest number of
points wins the designated game Poker Game prize(s). Smaller awards may also apply for the top 500 players.
Tickets with over 50,000 points may be redeemed for Pick Six tickets (one lottery ticket for each 50,000 poker
points), in the Weekly Lottery Jackpot Drawing.



No Online Gambling involved.



Poker Game rules based on Texas Hold'em.



All Player Prize Reconciliation Occurs by player request. Requests are made in the player;'s account on the
website.



This ‘poker’ game version is fully adapted for lottery ticket tournament game.



Ticket game coordinated with a specially designed Government Lottery Computer Site.



The Private State Lottery site has customizable rotating Advertising Banners that are easily changed at any time.
These Banners can add significant additional revenue.
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There will be no subscription sales allowed to residents or citizens of any of the participating countries, and all
but "Play For Fun Only" poker play will be blocked for any player attempting to do so



SUBSCRIPTION MEMBERSHIP PURCHASE occurs online and ON-LINE REGISTRATION and GAME
PLAY occurs on the Player’s Computer or Mobile Computing Device.

GAME METHODOLOGY
1. Player logs on to Place Your Chips Caribbean On-Line Lottery Site, picks a country and Registers for an account.
2. Player Provides and Submits the required information.
3. The player will receive a verification e-mail and follows the directions in that e-mail.
4. Player Clicks on “Purchase Membership Subscription” Button.
5. The player has the option of immediately converting the Poker Play Tickets into a Pick Six Ticket that will
automatically be entered into the weekly lottery drawing or if the Player wishes to first Play the poker game, in
the hopes of gaining additional Pick Six Tickets, then the Player clicks “Submit” Play Now button. Computer
displays a Ticket Login Box with space to enter their ticket number and e-mail address on the screen.
6. Player then enters their Poker Play Ticket Number and Email Address and the Player is then automatically seated
at a 10 seat table and a small “popup screen” appears telling them that they will begin playing when the next hand
begins.
7. The Player may enter the game as often as they wish, as long as the Play Poker Ticket has available Poker Play
Points remaining and available.
8. Players may play up to 50 Lottery Draw / Poker Play Tickets as they wish, however, each ticket will stand on its
own and its results may not be combined with another ticket.
9. All Pick Six weekly drawing prizes are based on standard pari-mutuel formulas.

OTHER FEATURES
THANK YOU EMAIL MESSAGE

Following the registration / sign-up process, Player is sent an e-mail thanking them for playing the Place Your Chips
Lottery game. The message also includes some basic poker game rules. This thank you message explains that future
logins will require only the Player’s ticket number and e-mail address to play, and that they may play as often as they wish
until they either run out of points on that ticket, or exchange the play poker points for pick six ticket(s).
DATABASE RECORDATION

The first time that a new ticket number is used to login, Player’s name, ticket number and e-mail address are recorded in
the database. For all subsequent logins, Player is informed of the point balance remaining on the ticket number that the
player entered.
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At the conclusion of the weekly game, the winning numbers are downloaded and the entire week’s database is retained,
including a complete history of all games played. A new database is then created containing the next week’s available
ticket numbers.
PLAYER’S POINTS SCREEN DISPLAY

The game rules are standard Texas Hold'em, and Player’s available points are always displayed in the upper left hand
corner of the game screen.
All Players can also reference the high score for the week which are the total points of the current top player. This
number-one ticket holder’s points are displayed in the upper right-hand corner of the game screen.
PLAYER’S “ON-SCREEN” IDENTIFICATION

No Avatars are used in the poker game, however, The last four digits of the player’s ticket number are displayed in a box
at their seat when they are seated.
WEEKLY GAME PLAY

Game tickets are valid for one week and the weekly game is run for 6 days.


The game begins each week at 9:00 am on Mondays.



Tickets distributed up until that time may be played during that week’s game.



Tickets distributed after Monday at 12:00 am cannot be used until the following Monday.



Players may play poker as long as they wish until they either decide to convert their play points into Pick Six
Tickets, however if they lose all of their poker points, the ticket becomes null and void.



All games end Saturday at midnight, and all qualifying winners are notified via e-mail before the next week’s
game begins.



At the conclusion of the week’s game, the winning numbers are downloaded and the entire week’s database is
retained, including a complete history of all games played.



The Weekly Pick Six Lottery Drawing Occurs on Sunday Evening at 6pm EST and is available as a "Live" video
presentation, and is available on the Place Your Chips Caribbean Website as well as on various Television
Stations. Videos of previous weekly drawings are always available on the Place Your Chips Caribbean Website.

COMPUTER ON SCREEN POKER GAME DISPLAY

The game will have a simple green table with black chairs and a white floor, and a male dealer.
The game screen will have three rotating banners of 3 designs each on the right hand side, with a smaller static banner on
top of the three rotating ones.
DEVICES SUPPORTED

The Place Your Chips Lottery Game can be played on virtually every contemporary computer platform and all major
operating systems. APPS are available for most Mobile Devices including I-Phone / I-Pad and Android Devices.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
The Place Your Chips lottery ticket game is based on a poker card game that billions of people love to play. Place Your
Chips ticket holders play their poker hands for points on their own computers on a privately coded protected screen
managed by the lottery. Ticket holders are granted Poker Play Points when they purchase an annual membership
subscription. Ticket holder players compete for more points as they play their hands on their computers.
Atlantic West Management’s Place Your Chips lottery game rules are played like the Texas Hold'em version of poker. It
is played on the ticket holder’s computer or Mobile Phone or Tablet against other anonymous ticket holders during a
specific tournament timeframe.
Players may play poker as long as they have points remaining on a ticket and may apply these points to conventional pick
lottery tickets which they can redeem at any time from their personal game account. These pick six tickets are then
eligible to win prizes in a weekly drawing that will be available over television and also available as a 24/7/365 line feed
on the http://www.placeyourchipscaribbean.com website.

Atlantic West Management Group, Inc. - 1-800-642-7286
Copyright 2017 Atlantic West Management Group, Inc. & AWMG Caribbean IT Scholarship Foundation, Inc.
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